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Relation with Stakeholders
Material issue:

MANAGEMENT OF STAKEHOLDERS

The BCP Group pursues dynamic strategies, adjusted to the new challenges imposed by the interested parties
with which it relates, materializing a business model based on an ongoing and transparent dialogue enabling to
understand and comply with the expectations of its Stakeholders.

IDENTIFICATION AND INTEGRATION OF EXPECTATIONS
The strategy of Millennium bcp in terms of Sustainability is translated in the Sustainability Master Plan (SMP), a
plan of commitments that aggregates a number of actions to be carried out by the Bank. The definition of the
actions part of the SMP is based on a balanced relation between the identified relevant material issues, the Bank's
available resources and the economic and market framework existing at the time.
After defining in 2009, for the triennial 2010 - 2012 (extended, in the meantime, to 2013), its first SMP in
Portugal, the Bank drew up and approved in 2013 the new SMP for 2014 – 2015, which was then extended until
2017. The process for identifying material issues included: consultation and analysis of studies - financial sector
trends –; more relevant and frequent questions – Analysts (ESG) –; SMP Millennium bcp 2010 – 2012/13;
consultation with the areas directly intervening in the issues included in the Sustainability policies; consultation
with Employees.
MATERIALITY MATRIX

HIGH

•REPUTATION
•MANAGEMENT MODEL
•RISK MANAGEMENT

MEDIUM

•SERVICE QUALITY
•LABOUR CONDITIONS AND HUMAN RIGHTS
•ECO-EFICCIENCY
•MOTIVATION MANAGEMENT
•PHYSICAL AND ELECTRONIC SECURITY
•PROXIMITY AND TRUST
•STAKEHOLDERS MANAGEMENT
•ACESSIBILITIES

•CLIMATE CHANGE

•STRATEGY AND RESULTS

• VALUES, ETHICS AND CONDUCT
•SHAREHOLDING STRUCTURE
•SUSTAINABLE SERVICES AND PRODUTCT INNOVATION

PARTNERSHIPS WITH NGO AND VOLUNTEERING

LOW

IMPORTANCE LEVEL TO STAKEHOLDERS

•REPORTING AND COMMUNICATION

•ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL AWARENESS

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

IMPACT LEVEL TO MILLENNIUM BCP

The identification and the ongoing follow-up of the themes considered material by the Stakeholders of
Millennium bcp enabled the Bank to know the areas that show better performances within the scope of
Sustainability – which need to be consolidated -, but also enabled it to rapidly detect improvement opportunities
– which need to be developed - representing a strong contribution for the adoption of an appropriate
sustainability strategy adapted to new realities, challenges and requirements.
The Sustainability Master Plan 2014/17 which, through a close, transparent and consequent relation, intends to
face the main expectations identified during the regular surveys made to the Bank's main Stakeholders foresees,
in its different aspects, the following initiatives and actions:
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SUSTAINABILITY MASTER PLAN (SMP) - 2014 - 2017
Material issue:
Area
ETHICS AND
PROFESSIONAL
CONDUCT

STRATEGY AND RESULTS

Actions
Enhance the ties established between the Employees and the Bank's Values
Foster a culture of compliance and of a strict management of risk
Publish clear policies in the wake of the prevention of corruption, of health and safety issues, human
rights and the protection of maternity
Implement and improve the satisfaction evaluation processes;

SERVICE QUALITY

ACCESSIBILITIES

PROXIMITY AND
REPORTING
MANAGEMENT OF
EXPECTATIONS

Create mechanisms for the immediate detection and management of improvement opportunities in the
services provided to Customers.
Improve the implementation of differentiated working hours;
Enhance and promote the accessibilities made available to individuals with special needs.
Enhance the proximity and involvement with the Bank's Shareholders;
Improve the institutional report in what regards Sustainability;
Make a survey to identify the Stakeholders' expectations.
Consult the Bank's Stakeholders to know and include their expectations;
Collect and implement ideas suggested by the Employees on Sustainability issues.
Identify best performances at Client Service level;

MOTIVATION

Support the adoption of healthy lifestyles;
Improve the mechanisms ensuring a greater proximity between the Employees and top managers.
Consolidate the Bank's position in the micro credit market;

PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES

Improve the negotiation and search for solutions able to meet the increasing financial difficulties of the
Customers;

SHARE AND
PROMOTE
AWARENESS

Institutionalize the donation of the Bank's furniture and IT equipment to institutions in need;

Promote and launch products that observe social responsibility principles and cope with the new
environmental challenges.

Implement social and/or environmental awareness actions common to the entire Group;
Launch a financial literacy programme transversal to the Bank.

VOLUNTEER
WORK

Structure a volunteering programme for and with the participation of the Employees.

PARTNERSHIPS

Develop campaigns together with NGOs and charitable institutions to foster sustainable development

FUNDAÇÃO
MILLENNIUM BCP
SOCIAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
RISK

ENVIRONMENTAL
PERFORMANCE

Strengthen the identity of Fundação Millennium bcp
Promote climate changes awareness with corporate clients developing their activities in sectors more
exposed to risks and environmental regulations
Identify and classify Corporate Clients with greater environmental and social risks
Formalize compliance with social and environmental requisites in the relation established with
Suppliers
Enhance the measures for the reduction of consumption
Implement measures aimed at the reduction of waste and the creation of a formal recycling process
Formalize and communicate Environmental Performance quantitative objectives

We shall present, in the following chapters, the most relevant initiatives carried out during 2017 together with the
results obtained and the performance reached by the Bank in the several material issues identified in the
materiality matrix. The 2017 Annual Report presents the performance of the BCP Group in the following issues:
Governance Model, Risk Management and Shareholding Structure in the respective sections – Governance (and
Corporate Governance Report), Risk Management and BCP Share.
This report, together with the Annual Report ensures, this way, the disclosure of the most relevant information on
the performance of the BCP Group in the material issues identified by its main Stakeholders.
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